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Drag ball culture can be traced
back to the 19th century, however,

when looking at Drag today, we
tend to look into the roaring 60s-

80s of the Drag Ball Scene...

However, in 1869 Harlem History
notes the richness of Drag Ball.

Harlem's Hamilton Lodge, or
otherwise known as the Rockland
Palace was the queerest place to
be found, said Bowery Boogie. 

Balls were held and started by 
 black and latinx communities, a
place to walk the run way and
present to the QTBIPOC world
unlike what society would allow

at large. 

Drag queen Crystal Labeija
competing in the 60s

Racial tension was very high in this
time. "...black queens were

expected to “whiten up their faces”
if they wanted to be successful in

the competitions," said
medium.com. The 1962 Marcel
Christian became as a result. An

exclusive drag ball scene for BIPOC
communities. Drag houses would
soon manifest as a result. These

homes were glamor houses--spaces
for the black and Latinx queer youth
estranged from biological families,

creating their own families



Most times when discussing drag
drag kings are left out discussion.
Our culture weaves femininity is a

huge market and assists in the
idea that there are only drag

queens, but drag kings have been
around since the sawn of time

too. 

This is Harlem's own, Gladys
Bentley, Ubangi Club, Early

30's

Unlike queens, in the 18th century
cis women, trans folks, and gender

nonconforming folks would
present to the world as cis men for

privilege and freedom to be, live,
marry and make money rather
than be owned. Of course the

success in transing gender would
depend on race, society's

forgiveness of outed gender
transing person, policing, marriage
and economic class. Many gender

transing folks, of this time were
mocked by newspapers,

misgendered, policed, and
unrecognized as many BIPOC

transgender and gender
nonconforming folks still are today.

Although "male impersonators"
existed at the time, the the term
drag king wouldn't appear until

1972 in print. 


